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Meridian Technologies expands its manufacturers’ representative network with
the signing of Dollacker & Associates.
Elmont, NY, September 13th, 2010 – Meridian Technologies, a premier manufacturer of fiber
optic video, voice and data transmission products is pleased to announce the addition of
Dollacker & Associates (www.dollacker.com) to its growing team of manufacturers’
representatives. Dollacker & Associates’ corporate headquarters is located in Houston, TX
with satellite offices in New Orleans and Dallas. From these locations, they will be promoting
and selling Meridian Technologies’ fiber optic transmission products in Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, and Arkansas.
Dollacker & Associates has over 26 years of experience in the security and Audio/Video
markets and brings a wide breadth of experience and customer relations. “The Dollacker
network is key to Meridian’s sustained growth in both of these markets. Meridian is in a
unique position to leverage our product, system and customer support expertise with
Dollacker’s emphasis on design consultants, integrators and training. This combination will
provide customers the products and support needed to stay on top in this ever-changing
technology environment” states Vic Milani, Meridian’s Executive Vice President.
As Michael Dollacker, president, states, “We are in the midst of a major conversion from
analog to digital in the Security and Audio/Visual markets which are presenting major sales
opportunities for systems Integrators with technical expertise. We expect Meridian
Technologies’ products to play a major role in facilitating that conversion.”
Dollacker & Associates has a very synergistic line of companies and products that it
represents. Meridian Technologies’ line of fiber transmission products for these markets is
vital in providing a full complement of product offerings to system integrators, consultants and
distribution channels.
About Meridian Technologies
Meridian Technologies provides technology solutions for fiber optic transmission products for
a variety of security, surveillance, professional audio/visual, broadcast and access control
applications. Established in 1990, Meridian is a recognized leader in fiber optic
communications equipment and has provided proven technology solutions for a wide variety
of commercial, industrial, government and military customers both domestic and
international. More company and product information can be found at www.meridiantech.com
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